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A BSTRACT. Continuous HlO11i toring of induced se isruic evcnts in the Ostrava-Karviná
m in.iug district is one ar the necessary assumpt ions in investigation of the time de-
penclent clevelopment of seismic activity in t.his region. Basic informat.ion concerning
indiviclual seismic events included in the d at abase contains or-igiu t irne, focus coor-
dinates and appropr iate class of energics. The present paper represents a special
examinat ion of individua! approaches to the ellergy classification of induced seismic
events recorclecl by individual monitoring systems operating in this mining are a, and
the seismic st.at ion Ostrava-Krásné Pole (OKC), as wel!. Thc result ant values of
seisrnic eucrgy andl ar magnit ude cleterminecl on the basis of acceptecl approaches of
the paramcter evaluation are being mu tual correlatecl anel thc respective relations
are established.

K8YWORDS: sersnuc energy, statistics, incluced seisrnicity, Os trava=Karviná Coal
Basin

1. INTRODUCTION

Inforrnation concerning rockbursts ancl incluced seismic events of lower intensity
in a region can be acquired by the installation and operation of a seismographic
uetwork. The purpose of this network is a continuous recorcling and evaluation of
these seismic events. The evaluation among other facilities is aimecl to determine
the foci coordinates an d energy of inclucecl seisrn ic events quantification.

The released seismic energy is one of the most important pararneter which has
been usually implementecl in quantification considerations during natural as well
as inclucecl seismicity investigations. The energy itself, besicles the characteriz ing
of individua! events, should serve as directivity disp!aying of energy radiation at
the moment of the ro ckburst origin accompanied with rupture of rock mass. How-
ever , this dynamic pararneter represents also the basic input data in the rockburst
prediction studies using, e.g. Benioff's graphs, frequency-energy distributions and
Gumbel's asymptotic functions.

With respect to different types of used instrurnentation, different suitable ap-
proaches in energy quantification were applied. The results of compntations were
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then mutually correlatecl to find out possible linking of individual empirical rela-
tionships valid for the chosen data sets from Iong-term seismological observations.
In principle, for released seismic energy and/or magnitude scale two methocls are
convenient. The first methocl is based solely on measurement of maximum grouncl
motion, i.e. on clisplacement amplitucles, or particle velocities and appropriate pe-
riod of vibrations. This methocl was proposed by Richter (1935) for estimation
of 10caI earthquakes and it became a basis for widely applicable method in quan-
tification of earthquakes [Kárník 1956; Gutenberg, Richter 1956; Tobyáš, Mittag
1991] ancl also for seismic inclucecl events [Gibowicz 1963; Dubinski, Wierzchowska
1973]. The Iatter mentioned approach assurnes the deterrnination of signal clu-
ration instead of maximum amplitucle measurements and was clescribecl, e.g. by
[Bisz tri csany 1 0(;8' Tr ,,~,,~~ D~~Zj.~ 1 OQn. V;~~I·~; Papazachos 1°8(;] T,} nractice tho1l:::lZlLl •......i:'>CLl1 ~VU ) ~'\..U'pla,:" I. a..~ LCl. J.VOV, l\..llo,lu'.d, ~ a. CLúa..\....v J-iJ u ....L.1 l-'L 1.0'"' .1vv UJ..lV

exact determination of seismic duration is not relatively so easy to reach the same
value of signal duration by iudividual authors. Nevertlieless, this method is more
convenient the when prevailing part of recorded events exceeds the dynamic range
of recording instrumentation either due to the intensity of events, or due to the
short epicentr al clistance. Taking into account the knowIedge of basic p ar ameters,
i.e.seismic event magnitude, the signal duration a.nclepicentral audj'or hypocentral
distance, empirical relationships rnay be established.

The exarninat.ion of results of inc\ucecl seisrnic events quantification by using
bcth approaches rnentioued above ancl applied in processing of seisrnic monitoring
systems data in the Ostrava-Karviná Coa! Basin is the subject of the present pa-
per. The resulting relationships between parameters, i.e. released seismic energy
and magnitude, defined accorcling to observations of individua] systems are also
intraduced.

2. CALCULATION OF ENERGY AND MAGNITUDE

The first seismic staticn in the eastern part of the Ostr ava-Karviná Coal Basin
was erected at the surface of the Darkov Mine (formerly 1st May Mine) in 1977
[Trávníček, Holečko 1980]. The purpose of this station was to start continuous
observation of seismic activity inclucecl by undergrouud mining in this region. In
accordance with the entire conception of Iocal seismographic network construc tion ,
further surface as well as un dergrouud seisrni c st.at.ions were later pu t in to operation.
One of the basic tasks of the local network was to produce objective data estimating
the releasecl seismic energy of all recorrled events reliably.

For the approxirnate estimate, a rnodified empirical forrnula was used to deter-
mine the released energy in a focus at small distance. This expression was based
on Gutenberg's forrnula

(1)

where p is the clensity [kg.m-3], v is seismic wave propagation velocity [km.s-1], D
is epicentr al and Zor hypocentral distance [km], A is displacernent arnplitude [m], T
is the period of the appropriate seismic wave oscillation [s] and T is the duration of
the corresponding wave group [s]. For the routine practice in the operationa\ center
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of the lo cal network was introclucecl the following simplified forrnula

(2)

where the factor k = 27r3pvV-2 [kg.m-2.s-1], V is the magnifieation of the seis-
mograph, A is maximum trace amplítucle measurecl from analogue seismogram in
mm. The parameters p, 'U, D, T ancl T have the same meaning as in Eq. (1).

As the first step in the source-observation site clistance, the velocity of the
fictítious velocity "S - P" wave was usecl [Holub 1986]. Wí.th respect to the different
sensitivities of used galvanometers. tlie factor k reaehecl prevailingly to the value
of 200 [Trávníček, Holečko 1979], only at one station the value k = 70 was defined,
if in bot.h cases the parameters of a group of S-waves were involved in energy
quantification. This type of instrumentation was in operation from 1977 to 1993.
Approximately since 1979 a surface station in Dukla Mine was in operation being
equipped with a clelay-triggerecl veloeigraph incorporating also analogue recorcling.
When estimating the released seismíe energy, the methocl basecl on signal duration
was adoptecl ancl this can be expressed by the form

log Es = :3.1 . log r + 0.98 + 0.32 . D, (3)

where r is the signal duration [s], D is the epicentral dist ance [km].
After erection of the seisrnic st ation Ostrava-Krásné Pole (OKC), which is situ-

ated a.t the outskirts of Ostrava, approximately 25 km from the center of the mining
area, similar approach in energy estimate of inclucecl seismic events was appliecl as
describecl by Staňková et al. (1989). The basic ernpirical equation (3) was specified
by tlie values of numerical constants having the forrn

log ž', = A ·logT + 0.:33 + 0.03· D, (4)

where A = f(D) was tabulatec!.
Dne to the insufficient capabilities of this instrumentation frorn the view of ne-

eessity of automation process in introduction of data acquisition and processing,
clevelopment of a new generat.ion of simple digital instrumentation was launched
[Bigos et al. 1988]. For evaJuation of the released seismic energy a sp ecial approaeh
was applied. This approach was based on the assurnpt ion that the value of energy
calculated from cligital data is proportioual to the area limited by thefunction 'U

2(t)
within the interval (Oj T), where T represents body wave duration at the respective
seisrnic staticn [Kalenda et al. 1991]. The evaluation of seismic energy EOi released
in the focus was performed using the forrnula

Z? • - E.{.» I R)kl
DOt - z \ '/ "v [J], (5)

where EOi is relatecl to the arbitrary dist.ance R, E; is energy of a seismic signal
evaluated at the i-th station , " corresponds to the hypocentral distance and hl
is the coefficient of energy attenuation. During the tria] seismic experirnents the
values of pararneters k1 :::: -3.4 and 17., = "1621.7In. were derived. Since 1985 a
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new instrumentation was gradually installecl at the seisrriic stations VY 11e1'eit was
operating together with the previous analogue instrumentatian. ln order to be
kept with the continuation of long time series of observation before using the new
recorcling system, the output data, for energy quantification of both systems were
correlated arid resultant relation was derivecl

(6)

In the operational center where the final clata praeessing af the local network is
performed the resultant value of energy Eo is expressed as a modus of the set af
energies EOi evaluated at individual seismic stations and this so-callecl "accepted
energy" is storecl in a database and it is used for fur ther pro cessing in investigation
af inducecl seismic activity in the Ostrava-Karviná Caal Basin. This approach in
cletermining the quanti ty ofreleasecl seismie energy was applied till December 1991.

Starting from J anuary 1992, a new approach in energy evaluation was introducecl
which was based on the following formula

log E = A + B + C . log r [J], (7)

where: A and Care numerical constants, B = A; ·8, i.e. particle veloeity [m.s-i].
sensitivity of the appropriate seismic channel, r is hypocentral distance [ml·

The sensitivity S was being determinecl for each seisrnic channel within the
mieroarray of the appropriate mine. When final data proeessing in the operatiorial
center in the Czechoslovak Anny Mine is performed, then the numerical constants
A, B and C in Eq, (7) a,re represented for individua] mines by values the quantities
of which are taking into account the values of parameters for individual seismic
channel.

Besides the system of local seismographic network there has been since 1988
also in operat.ion a regional seismie polygon (SP) consisting previously of five, aud
later , of ten stations [Kaláb 1991; Knotek 1991]. One of the princi pal tasks whieh
had to be solved for reliable opera.tion ancl ensuring results of high accuracy, was
the invest.igation of a suitable model of medium which usually influences the fo-
cus determination and energetic quantification of individua! seismic events as wel!.
During the trial experiments there was deterrnined the resultant model consisting
of five layers upon the half-space. Applying the knowleclge of veloeity model en-
ablecl us to clerive basic formula.e for energy estimate as well as for application of
magnitucle scale. At present, the quantification of energy is being carried out by
using the formula.:

E = k . A2 . ci· e2a(d-l) [J], (8)

where parameter k 1.633 . 107 [kg.m.s], p is clensity [kg.m-3], Vp eontainecl in
pararneter k corresponds to propagation velocity of P-wa.ves [km.s-1], A represents
total vector of part icle velocity [m.s-I], d is epicentral distance [km], a is attenua-
tion eoefficient [km-1]. When comparing energy estimation by applying Eqs. (2),
(6) in the system of loeal network and Eq. (7) for the seismic polygon, a relatively
good agreement of calculated values was found there.
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In the course of obtaining reliable results in energy quantification by another
way, a forrnula for magnitucle cornputation was clerived. The magnitucle is now
calculatecl according to following relation

1H = log Amax + log d + CI' . (ci -- 1) log e + !{ , (9)

where parameters Amax and d correspond to parameters applied III Eq. (8), CI'

is the attenuation coefficient (CI' = 0.04 km-1), f{ represents a fixation constant
(K = 5.202).

;). INPUT DATA AND THEIR PROCESSING

Long-f.errn seismological observations in the Ostrava-Karviná coal mine region
h ave been performed by using lccal seisrnographic uetwork and seisrnic polygon
(SP) having the character of a regional network surronnding the whole region un-
der investigation. A part of these monitor ing systems is also the seismic station
Ostrava-Krásné Pole (OKC) which was mentioned above. The layout of the obser-
vation sites in the region of coal mines a.ncl their adjacent area is given in Fig. 1.
The instrumentation af individual rnonítoring systerns and seismic station OKC as
well as the rnet.hods of data processing were described, e.g. in Holub et al. (1993),
Knotek (1991) and Staňková et al. (1989).
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For the determination of mutual correlations between individual data sets of
random quantities representecl either by the quantity of released seismic energy
given in Joules ar by 10ea1 magnitucle, the regression analysis is usually applied.
These data have been containecl in databases of individua} monitor ing systems ancl
also in bulletins of [ocal seisrnic events recor ded at the OKC seisrnic station and
they could be characterized as follows: .
a) clatabase of local seismographic network inclucles among others, the parameter

ofreleased seismic energy E [J] calculated till1991 acc. to the Eq. (6), and since
1992 acc. to the Eq. (7),

b) database of seismic polygon with output par arneters of released seismic energy
E [J] clefined by the Eq. (8) and/or local magnitude acc. to the Eq. (9),

e) dat.ab ase of 10ca1 seisrnic events at the OKC seismie station, where released
seismic energy is computecl acc. to the Eq. (4).
The most frequent estimate of mutual correlation between two variables X and

Y is sc--callecl the coefficient of correlation. For correct application of this estimate,
two basic assumptions are valid:
- regression line is a straight line
- basic data set is of 2-D standard distribution.

This 2-D standard distribution is characterized by the fact that for each value
of tlie first ranclom quantity the second random quantity has also random distribu-
tion with constant clíspersion arid více versa. In accordanee with Microsoft Excel
app lication , basic formulae for calculation of the correlation coefficient Icxv are
introduced which are described by the following relaí.ions

cov (X, Y)
Rxy = ,

<7x . <71'
(10)

where O'x and O'y are standard deviations of quanti ties X and Y, resp ecti vely.
Covariance (X, Y) is defined as

1 n
cov (X, Y) = - I)Xi - ux )(Yi -I.ly),

n i=l

( 11)

where ux ancl tiv represent mean values of randorn quantities X and Y, respec-
tively. In the process of compu tation of Rxy disp ersion variance (<71 and <7~) of
both random quantities are deterrnined using the expressions

2 1 ~ )2O'x = - 6(Xi - tix
n

i=l

(12)

n
2 1 ~( )2<7Y = - 6 Yi - Py .

n
i=l

(13)

For mutual comparison of couples of chosen quantities, the linear regression
analysis was applied which enables to approximate set of observations by the least
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squares methorl. The results of this approxirnation are cleseribecl by numerieal
eonstants a and b in equation of a straight line the form of which is y = a + b x , all
values defined for the confidence level of 95 %.

When deterrnining rnutual correlation between individual data sets, the following
time series were analyzed:
- January 1991
- January-June 1991
- J anuary - Deeember 1991
- J anuary - Deeernber 1992
- J anuary - December 1993.

These time series frorn the viewpoint of energetic classification were lirnited by
"accepted" value of released energy of 103.J eomputed on the basis of the local
network data (EČSA) and/or seismic polygon (Esp). Using this lirnited value, the
following correlations were investigated:

EOKC vers. EČSA EOKc vers. Esp
EČSA vers. Esp ECSA vers. Msp.

Special attention was paicl to the cletailecl analysis of data sets EČSA vers. Esp
and EČSA vers. Msv whieh cornprised all available data from January 1991 re-
gardless the low energetie limit. These calculations were aimecl at finding out the
infiuence of the a priori choice of the lower limit on the resulting equations of re-
gression str aight lines. For better and more objeetive display of calculated ancl
expected quantities, there were prepared the histograms of the appropriate resiclua.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The standard least squares fit of the input data (energy quantification ancl time
series) of individual mouitoring systerns described above, was perforrnecl using pro-
gram moclules of the Microsoft Exeel. The importance of the applied statistical
methods lies in their ability to estimate mutual relationships among individual en-
ergy quantifying parameters. This software perrnits different statistical approaches
and resulting graphical displays suitable for objective presentation. The basic the-
oretical forrnulae used in present study were described in Chapt.3, the graphical
ancl numerical outputs will be consequently discussed hereinafter.

From Figs. 2 - 6 one can see the graphs of the mutual relationships between the
individua! pairs of investigated data sets approximated by linear regression using
the least squares rnethod. These interrelations are characterized by the equations of
corresponding straight lines ancl correlation coefficients R2. The accuracy of linear
clependence pararneters is cleterminecl by their average values (Pa, Pb ancl /ly), i.e.
the numerical constant a, the slope of the approximation straight line band the
dependent variable y; above all, the numb er of observations N, is also given. The
scatter of observed and expected values residua for the dependencies investigated
during the period 1991-1993 is presented by the appropriate histograms.

Based on the presented results of the regression analysis it can be concluclecl
that for our purposes the correlation coefficient R2 offers the most com plete in-
forruation on the mutual depenclencies arnong individua! energetic parameters. By
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residua histograms defined during 1993; lower threshold corre-
sponcls to the value af EČSA ?: 103 J.
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TABLE 1. Average va1ues of linear regression
eoefFieients a anel b within the time period 1991-1993.

EOKC vers. EČSA 0a = 0.62 ± 0.21
0b:;:: 0.84± 0.03

EoKc vers. Esp 0a = 1.09 ± 0.22
0& = 0.69 ± 0.05

EČSA vers. Esp 0a = 0.94 ± 0.24
0b = 0.74 ± 0.04

EČSA vers. Msp 0a = 2.65 ± 0.01
0b = 1.39 ± 0.02

discussing the appropriate relationships, all the parameters and their mean values
eharacterizing the scatteringin the data sets, have similar values for clifferent time
series investigatecl. When eomputing the average values of parameters a and b,
calculated according to observations in 1991-1993, one ean find out that the value
b displays a smaller scatter than the parameter a. Only for the dependenee EČSA
vers. Msp the scatter of the parameter a is characterized by a minimum value (see
Table 1). Nevertheless, it can be stated that both parameters in linear regression
(a anel &) during the time of ob servati on the duration of which is approximately
a. year at minimum, are relatively stable. The present findings of approximation
straight line equation (13), for example

log EČSA = 1.39· Msp + 2.65 (13)

agrees very well with previous results reported by other authors, e.g.

Dubinski & Wierzehowska (1973)

Syrek & Wcislo (1981)

Klíma et al. (1991)

Konečný (1994)

log E = 1.9· ML + 1.8

log E :;:: 1.9 . !VI + 1.65

10gE = 2.825· !Vlsp + 1.19

log Esp = 1.66· Msp + 2.29 .

(14)

(15)

( 16)

(17)

Taking into account the data from .J anuary 1991 whose energetic span was lower
than the released energy of 103 J, a linear equation (17)

log EČSA = 1.93· !vIsp + 2.05 (18)

was derived which is similar to the Eqs. (14) and (15).
As it was also proposed by Klíma et al. (1989) ancl Staňková et al. (1987), simi-

lar approach could be performecl in determining the interrelations between seismic
energy and lo cal ma.gnitude scale of seismie events using the data of local seisrno-
graphic network, seismic stations Průhonice (PRU), Kašp erské Hory (KHC) a.nd
seismic station OKC, as well.

On the other hand, it was ascert ained from the present analysis that the lower
values of energetie parameters are taken into account, the higher scatter of data in
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mutual relationships can be expectecl. The evidence of this statement is seen from
Figs. 2 - 6, w here the lower thresholcl of released seismic energy of 103 J is intro-
cluced. It is obvious that the greater scatter of calculated data from weak seismic
eveuts is caused by a relatively greater inaccuracies in primary data determin ation
at iridividual seismic stations, arid consequently, within the appropriate monitoring
systems ancl at the seismic station OKC, as well. .

Finally, the histograms represent.ing residua of the differences between calculated
ancl expected values of energetic parameters corresponcl to the norma.l clistribution,
the smoothing curves of these histograms display more ar less expressive maximum.

In sumrnary, the method of linear regression applíecl in present study seems to be
a suitable one for the estimating mutual cIependeces of energetic pararneters defined
on the basis of clifferent computation approaches. OUl' preliminary results confirrned
further continuation in detailed analysis leacling to cletermination of generally va.lid
relations, na.mely in their linking to the magnitude scale of the seismic stations
Pr ůhonice (PRU) and Kašperské Hory (KHC), as well.
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